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**Abstract**

Approximate similarity queries on high-dimensional vector indices have become the cornerstone for many critical online services. An increasing need for more sophisticated vector queries requires integrating vector search systems with relational databases. However, high-dimensional vector indices do not exhibit monotonicity, a critical property of conventional indices. The lack of monotonicity forces existing vector systems to rely on monotonicity-preserving tentative indices, set up temporarily for a target vector’s TopK nearest neighbors, to facilitate queries. This leads to suboptimal performance due to the difficulty to predict the optimal K.

This paper presents VBASE, a system that efficiently supports complex queries of both approximate similarity search and relational operators. VBASE identifies a common property, relaxed monotonicity, to unify two seemingly incompatible systems. This common property allows VBASE to circumvent the constraints of a TopK-only interface to achieve significantly higher efficiency, while provably preserving the semantics of TopK-based solutions. Evaluation results show VBASE offers up to three orders-of-magnitude higher performance than state-of-the-art vector systems on complex online vector queries. VBASE further enables analytical similarity queries that previous vector systems do not, and shows 7,000× speedup with 99.9% accuracy of exact queries.

**1 Introduction**

Recent advances in deep learning (embedding) models map almost all types of data (e.g., images, videos, documents) into high-dimension vectors \([60, 66, 88]\). Queries on high-dimensional vectors enable complex semantic-analysis that was previously difficult if not impossible, thus they become the cornerstone for many important online services like search \([25, 51]\), eCommerce \([54]\), and recommendation systems \([49, 53, 56, 84]\). The “online” nature of these services requires vector search to complete in milliseconds \([31, 36, 42, 64]\). Such a strict latency conflicts with the inherently high cost of exact search algorithm \([28]\), which forces end-users to settle on approximate query results on high-dimensional vectors. With emerging new vector search applications, queries on vectors become increasingly more complex, which often involve hybrid search on both scalar and vector data (§2.1). This naturally motivates an integration of vector search systems and relational databases.

Vector search and database systems differ in their ways of using the index, a critical structure to speed up queries. An important property of conventional indices like B-tree \([22]\) is monotonicity. This property ensures that a query can traverse the data-set guided by an index monotonically along a certain direction. This often avoids total data scan, therefore enables efficient query execution. However, it is prohibitively expensive for high-dimensional vector indices \([5, 25, 43, 55, 57, 85]\) to preserve monotonicity, because of the curse of dimensionality \([28]\). Instead, they are often organized as a graph or cluster-based irregular structure, which follows monotonicity approximately. Traversing such vector indices does not guarantee a strict monotonic order in terms of distances to a target vector, but it enables a system to efficiently determine when it is unlikely for new traversals to reach closer vectors to a target than the current K ones. Therefore, modern vector indices only support approximate TopK, i.e., to find K nearest neighbors approximately. A TopK query traverses a vector index for a sufficiently large number of steps, until it determines that a neighbor closer than the current K nearest ones is unlikely to be found.

To integrate vector search and database systems, existing vector database systems \([76, 80, 86]\) choose to conform with strict monotonicity. To support similarity queries other than TopK, they first leverage TopK to collect K vectors, and sort the K vectors according to distances to a target vector, which sets up a temporary index preserving monotonicity. Complex relational operators can therefore execute on the temporary index in the traditional way. Consider the following vector search query, “find X number of products most similar to an
image but under a certain price”. A database planner would first run a vector search operator on the vector attribute of image embedding to find \( K \) nearest tuples, then apply a filter operator on the price attribute. But it is impossible to predict exactly how many tuples will pass the filter operator, which could be much less than \( K \). Therefore this practice has the inherent difficulty of identifying the optimal \( K \) that produces exact \( X \) results. As a result, it resorts to either a setting of a conservatively large \( K \) or a trial-and-error of many \( K \)s, which both lead to suboptimal query performance.

In this paper, we present VBASE, a new system capable of efficiently serving complex online queries that involve both approximate similarity search and relational operators on scalar and vector data-sets. VBASE identifies \textit{Relaxed Monotonicity} as the common property abstracted from the two seemingly different systems: vector search systems and relational databases. \textit{Relaxed monotonicity} requires index traversals to only follows monotonicity \textit{approximately}. We observe that state-of-the-art vector indices all follow relaxed monotonicity property in a two-phase pattern: an index traversal first locates the nearest region to a target vector approximately, and then moves away from the target region progressively in an approximate way. Based on the observation, we formally define \textit{Relaxed Monotonicity} property, which abstracts the core index traversal pattern that most existing vector indices already have (§3.1). \textit{Relaxed monotonicity} can be viewed as a generalized form of monotonicity, thus it is also applicable to conventional scalar indices, such as B-trees. Therefore, \textit{Relaxed Monotonicity} can serve as the common foundation of vector search and database systems.

With relaxed monotonicity, VBASE builds a unified query execution engine to support a wide range of queries both on scalar and vector data, including queries across multiple heterogeneous indices. VBASE’s unified engine is based on a Next interface, instead of TopK, to support traversal in both vector and scalar indices. Meanwhile, the engine allows the derivation of a generalized termination condition from relaxed monotonicity to stop a query’s execution timely.

A unique characteristic of VBASE is that its relaxed-monotonicity-based query execution engine can \textit{provably} achieve \textit{equivalent} query results to those produced by TopK-only solutions of the \textit{optimal} \( K \) (§3.3) This powerful property allows VBASE to circumvent the constraints of a TopK-only interface to achieve significantly higher efficiency, while preserving the semantics of TopK-based queries. In particular, based on the derived generalized termination condition, VBASE is able to detect the \( K \) during index traversal without an prediction of \( K \). This allows VBASE to achieve similar performance to the well-optimized TopK vector search. For more complex queries than TopK searches, VBASE can achieve up to three order-of-magnitude lower average and tail query latency over state-of-the-art systems under similar result accuracy (i.e., same or even better recalls).

Moreover, with relaxed monotonicity, VBASE can even support approximate query types that previous systems do not, and show superior query performance and accuracy. For example, VBASE can finish a join-based vector query in 16 seconds with 99.9%+ recall rate, which is 7000× faster than a brute-force table scan.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. VBASE identifies and defines formally \textit{“Relaxed Monotonicity”}, a property that reveals, for the first time, the core of well-designed vector indices and why they work effectively in practice.

2. VBASE builds a \textit{Unified Database Engine} based on \textit{relaxed monotonicity}, which enables powerful complex queries leveraging both vector and scalar data indices.

3. We prove that VBASE’s unified engine produces equivalent results to \textit{TopK}-only methods using vector indices, with a much more efficient execution plan than that of \textit{TopK}-only methods.

4. We implement VBASE based on PostgreSQL with 2000 lines of additional code, and show an end-to-end evaluation of eight complex SQL queries on a hybrid one million recipe data-sets [59] with both vector and scalar attributes.

We plan to make VBASE open-source to satisfy the emerging important vector analytic applications in the era of AI.

### 2 Background

#### 2.1 Emerging Online Vector Queries

Vector has become a key form of data representation in the AI era. Deep learning has enabled a growing number of vector-centric online applications, including embedding-based retrieval [25,87], face recognition [69], code retrieval [37], question answering [52,63], Google Multisearch [7], Facebook near-exact duplicates detection [6], etc. More recently, AI applications have leveraged ChatGPT’s retrieval plugin [10] to convert their proprietary knowledge, personal documents, and chat contexts into vectors. This enables the retrieval of relevant vectors with price, category, location, or time constraints to construct prompts in the chat.

Traditional applications also benefit from vectors empowered by AI. For example, search engine turns web documents into both bag-of-words sparse vectors and deep learning em-

---

**Table 1: Online Similarity Query Support for Vectors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN systems [25,43,46]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnalyticDB-V [80]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE [66]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL [12]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milvus [76]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some systems can support these queries through exhaustive linear scan, but this cannot meet the requirements of online services.

* Only support one inverted index and one vector index.
embedding dense vectors to improve the relevance of search results. And recommendation systems turn images, videos, and descriptions of items into different vectors. Combined with scalar data like item price and category, these vectors are used to enhance recommendation experiences.

All these call for a general system to run sophisticated vector and scalar queries efficiently. In summary, these vector scenarios can be categorized into the following types.

**S1: Single-vector TopK** embedding-based retrieval [25], recommendation [87], and question answering [52, 63] essentially search a vector dataset for the K closest vectors, given a query vector. Such queries can be naturally expressed by a TopK operator on a single-vector column.

**S2: Single-vector TopK plus scalar attribute filtering.** There are also requirements to find TopK results under certain scalar attribute constraints. Google Multisearch [7] belongs to this category. It allows users to provide additional text hints during a similarity image search.

**S3: Multi-column TopK**. Some vector analytics require intersecting results of multiple TopK searches over different vector attributes. For example, image-recipe retrieval [68] is a recipe search on multi-modal data attributes of both (vectorized) ingredient keywords and a sample dish image. Recent work [70, 83] shows that multi-column TopK search can boost result quality in applications such as question-answering.

**S4: Vector similarity filter.** Similarity filtering is a typical vector analytics scenario. For example, face recognition [69] and Facebook’s near-exact duplicates detection [6] search for similar images (given an image) from a data-set with a similarity threshold. To support such applications, one could use vector filtering based on distance similarity between two images, i.e., distance-based range query.

All these vector query types have a strict latency requirement (e.g. milliseconds). Unfortunately, no existing systems can support all these online similarity queries comprehensively and efficiently (see Table 1).

### 2.2 The Division Between Databases and Vector Search Systems

Although databases can express the above queries through relational algebra, the division in the semantics between vector and conventional database indices makes it difficult to provide a unified system that efficiently runs various types of sophisticated online vector queries as shown in Table 1.

**Relational database.** A relational database is one of the most prominent tools to run sophisticated queries [16, 24, 29, 40]. In order to meet the low-latency “online” requirement, indices are widely adopted by databases to expedite query executions, such as B-tree [22], B+-tree [75] and more. These indices demonstrate monotonicity, a property that allows a query to traverse an index monotonically along a certain direction, e.g., in a descending or ascending order.

One of the most important types of online queries in the context of emerging vector scenarios is TopK query (§2.1). And a conventional database index can speed up TopK by traversing the index in the ascending or descending order and terminating the query as soon as it collects K results. This optimization applies to many TopK variants, such as TopK + filtering, and multiple-column TopK queries [33].

However, the effectiveness of such optimization relies on the assumption of monotonicity, which high-dimensional vector indices do not follow. We elaborate next.

**Approximate vector search.** The recent eruption of AI models has been generating a large and growing amount of high-dimensional vector data. For better learning representation, a vector can have hundreds of dimensions [60, 66, 88]. Due to the curse of dimensionality [28], no solutions can complete a high-dimensional vector query in sub-linear time. To address “online” scenarios, modern vector search systems resort to approximation to lower query latency dramatically (milliseconds) while maintaining a relatively high result accuracy (90%+ recall). These systems are often referred as approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) systems [5, 25, 43, 55, 57, 85].

Like relational databases, vector indices are adopted to facilitate approximate vector search. Representative vector indices are either organized as partitions (clustering-based [5, 17, 19, 25, 44, 45, 48, 90], hash-based [30, 41, 79, 81, 85], high-dimensional tree-based [23, 57, 62, 78]), or neighborhood graphs [32, 39, 43, 55, 58, 77]. The difficulty of locating a vector in the high-dimensional space forces these vector indices to optimize for approximate TopK. In a TopK query, index traversal is guided by a query vector q approximately towards the nearest neighbors tortuously based on the distance between q and some anchor points (e.g. cluster centroids, or sampled graph vertices). During the traversal, the direction to q may change dramatically, thus the process does not guarantee to approach q in every traversal step and the vector index traversal is not monotonic.

The lack of monotonicity in vector indices bars database systems from directly using vector indices to expedite queries, which is the primary source of the division between databases and vector search systems.

**TopK-based solutions to eliminate the division.** Because vector indices are optimized for TopK, ANNS systems expose only a TopK interface. To close the monotonicity gap between databases and vector search systems, the current practice is to use ANNS TopK interface to create tentative indices based on K vectors sorted according to the distance to the target vector. Such tentative indices preserve monotonicity, which enables fast vector query processing in databases [76, 80, 86].

However, TopK-based tentative index solutions are unsatisfactory. It is difficult, if not impossible, to predict the right size of K for the tentative index for queries, where a subsequent relational operator with a filter constraint can collect just the right number of results. This limitation universally applies
to TopK + filter queries, vector similarity filter queries, and more. Thus TopK-based tentative indices inevitably lead to choosing a conservatively very large $K$ [80, 86] or performing trial-and-error with different sizes of $K$ [76], both incurring excessive data accesses and computations.

### 3 VBASE Design

#### 3.1 Relaxed Monotonicity

Unlike conventional scalar indices, high-dimensional vector indices are designed for approximate TopK and do not follow monotonicity. Figure 1 shows the TopK traversal patterns of two popular vector indices, FAISS IVFFlat [5] and HNSW [89]. As illustrated, vector index traversal does not comply with monotonicity, the distance towards the target vector oscillates unpredictably as the traversal progresses. A lack of monotonicity in these vector indices bars relational databases from directly using them to expedite queries (§2.2).

**The Two-phase Vector Index Traversal Pattern.** Nevertheless, Figure 1 reveals a two-phase index traversal pattern for both vector indices. In the first phase, the index traversal approaches the target vector region approximately in spite of large oscillations in vector distances. In the second phase, the index traversal stabilizes and steadily departs from the target vector region in an approximate way.

This two-phase traversal pattern is common in most vector indices we examine. We believe that the essence of well-designed vector indices is an effective data-structure that embodies this traversal pattern implicitly. Thus a TopK search query could terminate early when it enters the second phase as further traversals are unlikely to identify more similar vectors.

**The Formal Definition of Relaxed Monotonicity.** Based on the two-phase traversal pattern, we can formally define Relaxed Monotonicity which identifies if a vector index traversal has entered the second phase. The definition is built upon the intuition of how a vector TopK search is executed internally.

Figure 2 shows such an intuition by illustrating the process of a general vector search for a query vector $q$. The dashed arrow in the figure shows an index traversal path with respect to $q$. Following the two-phase pattern, the query first approaches the neighborhood of $q$ gradually. In a high-dimensional space, the neighborhood of $q$ is defined by a neighbor sphere centered around $q$, illustrated as a circle in Figure 2. Afterward, the index traversal leaves the sphere and enters phase two, where the query can terminate in this phase.

Figure 2 suggests that, to determine whether it enters phase two, a query needs to understand $R_q$, the radius of the neighborhood centered around $q$, and whether $M_q^s$, the distance between the query’s current index traversal position (denoted as traversal step $s$) and $q$, is greater than $R_q$, i.e., it is traversing beyond the neighborhood of $q$.

Formally, $R_q$, the radius of $q$’s neighborhood, is defined as:

$$R_q = \text{Max}(\text{TopE}([\text{Distance}(q, v_i)]_{i \in [1, s - 1]})), \quad (1)$$

where TopE denotes the $E$ nearest neighbors of $q$ observed during the traversal, supposing that the traversal has reached step $s$ so far. For a $K$ nearest vector search query, it requires $E \geq K$ in order to produce sufficient final results. In Figure 2, the $E$ vectors within the circle are the nearest neighbors of $q$ of all the $s$ vectors visited so far. During an index traversal, the sphere’s radius $R_q$ would gradually decrease during phase 1, and becomes stable during phase 2.

Given the definition of $R_q$, the system needs to define $M_q^s$, the distance measurement between the target vector $q$ and the current index traversal position, denoted as traversal step $s$. $M_q^s$ is then used to determine whether the traversal enters phase 2, i.e., leaving the neighbor sphere.

Mathematically, $M_q^s$ is defined as the median distance to $q$ of all vectors traversed in the most recent $w$ steps, i.e., the traversal window.

$$M_q^s = \text{Median}([\text{Distance}(q, v_i)]_{i \in [s - w + 1, s]}), \quad (2)$$

where Distance$(q, v_i)$ denotes the distance between $q$ and vector $v_i$, traversed in the past traversal window. Note that we use median instead of mean to disregard any outlier vectors in the traversal window, which has exceedingly large or small distances to $q$ than others. For example, the two outlier vectors in the leftmost and rightmost positions in the traversal window shown in Figure 2.

Taking Eq.1 and Eq.2 together, we define Relaxed Monotonicity as:

**Definition 1 Relaxed Monotonicity**

$$\exists s, M_q^t \geq R_q, \forall t \geq s. \quad (3)$$
In other words, Def. 1 determines that a vector index follows relaxed monotonicity if there exists a certain index traversal step $s$, where all traversal steps $t$ after step $s$ transcend into a region ($M'_e$ as the region’s distance to $q$) that is outside $q$’s neighborhood sphere, defined by $q$’s $E$ nearest neighbors.

**Importance of Relaxed Monotonicity.** Relaxed monotonicity is the key for the database to circumvent the inefficient constraint of TopK-only interfaces, and to generate an efficient execution with on-the-fly early termination. When subsequent database operators following the vector index scan can determine that vector index traversal has entered the second phase, one would know that we are veering away from the target vector steadily. In such cases, we could early terminate the query if sufficient results have been collected, because new tuples with closer vector attributes are unlikely to be found.

**Generality of Relaxed Monotonicity.** All mainstream vector indices listed in ANN Benchmarks [2] perform vector search using four general components: 1) index traversal to navigate the vector data-set; 2) termination check to detect query termination signal; 3) monotonicity check to determine if a query enters Phase 2; and 4) priority queue for keeping $K$ nearest vectors so far. Often in ANNS indices, monotonicity check is a necessary condition for the termination check.

Although vector indices implement these four components in different ways, their monotonicity check satisfies Def. 1. For example, Figure 1 shows that index traversal patterns of IVFFlat and HNSW follow relaxed monotonicity obviously. And Def. 1’s parameters, i.e., the traversal window $w$ and the neighborhood of $qR_q$, are able to capture the internal characteristics of index traversal patterns of these popular vector indices as well as conventional indices. Next, we elaborate on the setting of these parameters for representative indices.

- **Graph-based Vector Indices**, such as HNSW [89], follow the two-phase pattern using graph data-structures. In the first phase in Figure 1b, HNSW quickly navigates the traversal to the neighborhood of $q$ through hierarchical coarse-grained to fine-grained navigating graphs. When it reaches the fine-grained graph, the traversal enters the second phase where it has found the neighborhood of $q$ and departs away. Vector search using a graph-based index use best-first (BF) graph traversal from a fixed starting point. BF search maintains a sorted candidate queue with the size $ef$. This queue essentially represents the neighborhood sphere in Eq. 1 with $ef$ vectors. Therefore $E$ equals $ef$ for HNSW. BF traversal explores the graph through the vectors in the candidate queue and expands the exploration by visiting their neighbors. If a neighbor is unvisited and its distance to the target vector $q$ is smaller than the farthest vector in the sorted queue (i.e. $R_q$), the traversal replaces the farthest vector with the new one and resorbs the queue. Because the traversal only compares the traversed vector itself with $R_q$, the traversal window $w$ in Eq. 2 equals one.

- **Partition-based Vector Indices**, such as FAISS IVFFlat [5] and SPANN [25], divide vectors into multiple clusters where nearby vectors are conglomerated. During the traversal in the first phase in Figure 1a, IVFFlat traverses over the centroids to identify the $m$ closest clusters, and then in the second phase it goes over the vectors in $m$ clusters and terminates when all vectors in $m$ clusters are traversed, which indicates Eq. 3 of Relaxed Monotonicity has been satisfied after the vector search visits $m$ clusters. With this observation, $E$ in Eq. 1 is set to $K$ of the TopK query, and the traversal window $w$ in Eq. 2 is set to the number of total vectors in $m$ clusters.

- **Scalar Indices**, such as B-Tree, follow strict monotonicity. It is a special case of relaxed monotonicity, where $w$ and $E$ are both set to 1 and Eq. 3 is always true.

Note that it is our observation that well-designed indices should satisfy Relaxed Monotonicity. VBASE abstracts and formalizes this property that most indices already preserve, and encapsulates it with mathematical terms such as $E$ and $w$ in Eq. 1 and 2. It is the responsibility of individual indices to guarantee relaxed monotonicity by tuning the corresponding hyperparameters like $ef$ and $m$, which can be transformed to $w$ and $E$, as discussed above.

### 3.2 Unified Query Execution Engine

With relaxed monotonicity, VBASE builds a unified query execution engine modeled after a traditional database engine with minimum changes. VBASE’s unified engine is built on Volcano Model (i.e. Iterator Model) [35], where 1) a relational operator in a given query produces a stream of tuples iteratively that are consumed by downstream operators, and 2) the iterative execution stops if a termination condition is met.

**Iterative Execution Model.** VBASE fully complies with the Volcano Model. It reuses the traditional Open, Next, and Close interfaces to leverage index traversal so that no change is required for conventional indices. For vector indices that traditionally expose TopK interfaces only, VBASE performs a simple adaptation to expose their internal index traversal process, to conform to VBASE’s Next interface. We will discuss the details of implementing Next for vector indices in §4.2.

**Generalized Termination Condition Check.** VBASE modifies the termination condition based on relaxed monotonicity. In particular, VBASE extends the original termination condition with relaxed monotonicity check. In addition to the original query termination condition, VBASE performs relaxed monotonicity check by inspecting Eq. 3. Because VBASE requires a vector index guarantees Relaxed Monotonicity, an inspection of Eq. 3 could be reduced to $M'_e > R_q$, where relaxed monotonicity checks beyond step $s$ are all assumed to be true.

The query execution would only stop if both the original termination condition and relaxed monotonicity check were passed. Please note for the traditional index, the relaxed monotonicity check is always true, which reduces to the termination check of the conventional iterative model.
Advantages of a Unified Engine. The unified engine enables VBASE to preserve full compatibility with traditional databases and supports all the vector query types discussed in §2.1. It also creates new optimization opportunities for vector queries. For example, instead of filtering after TopK, VBASE can perform filtering during index traversal with flexible termination conditions (for TopK or range query). This optimization is one of the key reasons VBASE outperforms TopK-based solutions (§5.3). Moreover, the unified engine allows the incorporation of a refined NRA algorithm [33], which can significantly improve the performance of multi-column vector query (§4.4).

Interestingly, VBASE’s unified engine also supports vector Join. Although not an online query, vector Join is useful in scenarios such as document auto-tagging [26, 72], where a small labeled (tagged) document set is used to identify a tag for each document in a large unlabeled document set by finding the document pair with the closest document embedding (vectors). This can be thought of as running a Join operator on a document table and a label table with a distance-based match, which can be achieved in VBASE by an index join based on a range filter. Because such a Join can only be achieved by a full table scan in existing solutions, VBASE can outperform the baseline by over 7000× (§5.3).

3.3 Result Equivalence

In this section we demonstrate a powerful property of VBASE’s unified query execution engine based on Relaxed Monotonicity, that it produces the equivalent results as a TopK method based on a tentative monotonicity-preserving index with the optimal \( \tilde{K} \). The optimal \( \tilde{K} \) is the minimal \( K' \) for the index traversal to satisfy \( K \) results in a TopK query. As \( K' \) is the minimal satisfactory value, the query latency is minimized. We rely on the quality of individual indices to ensure recalls.

Next, we formally prove the result equivalence for TopK+filter and range filter [20] queries, which are major types of similarity searches supported by existing TopK-based vector systems (Table 1). The proof also reveals the reason of VBASE’s superior performance.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TopK} + \text{filter} & \quad \text{To find } K \text{ vectors matching the filter, a TopK-based system first collects } K' \text{ vectors by calling } \text{TopK} (K') \text{ and sorts the collected } K' \text{ vectors. To achieve this, the system needs to traverse } R_1 \text{ vectors through the underlying vector index. The query then runs on the sorted } K' \text{ vectors by applying the filter and the } K \text{ limit operators, producing the final results, denoted as } r_1. \quad \text{Eq. 4 formulates the above process, illustrated on the left in Figure 3.}

r_1 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Filter}(\text{Limit}_K'(\text{Sort}(R_1))))). \quad (4)

\text{We define } \text{filter_selecitivity} \text{ as the ratio of the output set on the input set of the filter operator. Eq. 4 can then be transformed to:}

r_1 = \text{Limit}_K''(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1))),

\text{where } K'' = \min(K, K' \times \text{filter_selecitivity}). \quad (5)

\text{Assuming the TopK-based system can predict the optimal } \tilde{K}, \text{ i.e., } K' = \tilde{K} = K' / \text{filter_selecitivity}, \text{ execution will get exactly } K \text{ results, and Eq. 5 reduces to Eq. 6}

r_1 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Sort}(R_1)). \quad (6)

\text{In comparison, VBASE traverses } R_2 \text{ vectors via the same vector index as the TopK-based system, and gets results } r_2. \text{ Eq. 7 formulates this process, shown on the right of Figure 3.}

r_2 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Sort}(\text{Filter}(R_2))). \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]
We show in §3.2 and §4 that TopK-based systems and VBase use the same vector index, follow the same index traversal algorithm, and are based on the same relaxed monotonicity check to terminate queries. Therefore both systems traverse the exact same set of tuples, i.e., $R_1 = R_2$. $^1$ Because $R_1 = R_2$ and Filter and Sort are commutative, from Eq. 6 and 7 we conclude $r_1 = r_2$. Q.E.D.

It is difficult for a TopK-based solution to predict $K'$ to get both correct results and high query efficiency. If $K' \times \text{filter selectivity} < K$ in Eq. 5, the system cannot get enough results, leading to poor accuracy. If $K' \times \text{filter selectivity} > K$ in Eq. 5, the result is accurate at the expense of splurging extra index traversal. Some TopK-based system [76] performs trial-and-error with many values of $K'$ until $K' \times \text{filter selectivity} \geq K$, which results in excessive duplicated data access and processing. In contrast, VBase determines $K \times \text{filter selectivity} = K$ on-the-fly, therefore achieving both high query accuracy and performance.

Range Filter Query. A range filter query based on TopK can be formulated as

$$r_1 = \text{Filter}(\text{Limit}_K'(\text{Sort}(R_1))), \quad (8)$$

Where $R_1$ stands for the traversed vectors by the underlying TopK primitive. Similar to Eq. 4 vs. Eq. 5, Eq. 8 can be transformed to

$$r_1 = \text{Limit}_K''(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1))),$$

where $K'' = K' \times \text{filter selectivity}$.

Under the assumption of optimal $\bar{K}$, assuming the query produces $T$ vectors, we have $\bar{K} = K' = T / \text{filter selectivity}$. Based on $\bar{K}$, Therefore,

$$r_1 = \text{Limit}_T(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1))) = \text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1)). \quad (10)$$

In comparison, VBase traverses $R_2$ vectors via the same index and gets results $r_2$, which can be formulated as

$$r_2 = \text{Filter}(R_2). \quad (11)$$

Since the traversal algorithm and the termination condition are exactly the same as the TopK-based solution, both systems visit the same set of vectors, i.e., $R_1 = R_2$. As the filter conditions are not sensitive to order, $r_1 = r_2$. Q.E.D.

4 VBase Implementation

4.1 Relaxed Monotonicity Check

We implement a common relaxed monotonicity check for all vector indices based on Definition 1 in §3.1. Specifically, we implement two queues to track the current traversal state: 1) a priority queue with size $E$ called $\text{smallestQueue}$, to keep the visited nearest neighbors of a target vector $q$ during the traversal; 2) $\text{recentQueue}$ of size $w$ to track the most recent traversal window. When a new vector $v$ is visited via index traversal, $\text{smallestQueue}$ and $\text{recentQueue}$ are updated accordingly. And the relaxed monotonicity check is performed by calculating the current traversal state according to Eq.(3) based on vectors in $\text{smallestQueue}$ and $\text{recentQueue}$.

Note that $E$ and $w$ are sensitive to data distribution and specific indexing algorithms. Increasing them tends to improve query accuracy at the expense of longer latency. In practice, they can be tuned to trade off query accuracy and latency.

4.2 Query Execution Engine

VBase’s unified query engine is implemented based on PostgreSQL, with minor extensions to modules regarding index traversal and termination conditions.

Vector index integration. Existing high-dimensional vector indices only expose TopK interface and keep the index traversal and relaxed monotonicity check internally to the system. VBase re-architects the vector indices systems by exposing the internal index traversal algorithms with Open, Next, and Close interfaces, which can then be integrated into Volcano Model seamlessly.

VBase has incorporated several state-of-the-art vector indices, including HNSW [89], IVFFlat [5] and SPANN [25], where SPANN is shown effective for billion-scale vector datasets. Next, we introduce the integration of HNSW and IVFFlat, a graph-based index and a partition-based index, respectively. Other algorithms can be integrated in a similar way.

HNSW [89] is a graph-based vector index consisting of hierarchical neighborhood graphs where the upper-layer graph keeps coarse-grained samples of the lower-layer graph. A query traverses the graphs from upper-layer to lower-layer following the best-first manner. The approximate nearest point found in the upper-layer graph is the entry point of the lower-layer graph. In VBase, we remove the implementation regarding TopK, e.g., a priority queue to record the top $k$ results, and only keep states necessary to carry on the index traversal algorithm. The relevant states include a bitmap to record previously visited vectors, the current vector being visited, and the candidate vectors to be visited next. These states will be kept during the query life cycle. To initiate a query on a vector index, VBase calls Open to search on high-layer graphs. During query execution, each call to Next will return the current closest unvisited node, records it, and expands its neighbors into candidate vectors in the state. The state will be cleared in Close function. Overall, we modify less than 200 lines of code to integrate HNSW.

IVFFlat [5] is a partition-based index, which clusters vectors into lists and chooses the centroid as the representative of each list. In the Open interface used to initiate index traversal, VBase sorts all the lists from near to far based on the dis-
tance between the target vector and the centroids. Upon calls to Next, the vectors in the corresponding nearest lists are read one by one. The query execution state in a partition-based index includes sorted lists and the current read position, which will be destroyed by a Close.

**Index scan operator.** We add a new “vector index” type using the index extension interface in PostgreSQL [12] to implement index scan. It forwards function calls to Next to the underlying vector index within the iterative interface. We use array to store high-dimensional vectors in the table and record their tuple addresses in the table as the vectors’ metadata in the index. Once a vector is read from the underlying vector index, its metadata will also be returned so that VBASE can find the corresponding tuple in the main table.

Note that the relaxed monotonicity check described in §4.1 is implemented in the index scan operator so that multiple indices do not need to duplicate the implementation.

**OrderBy with limit.** VBASE implement TopK using OrderBy with limit plus an index scan operator. The system uses a priority queue to keep the candidate results. The TopK query terminates once the index traversal passes the relaxed monotonicity check in the upstream index scan operator and K vectors have been filled in the priority queue.

Note that vector indices are used for similarity queries, i.e. search closest vectors to the target vector. If a user would like to query the farthest TopK results from the target vector, the distance calculation method needs to be reversed before creating the indices.

**Range filter and Join.** VBASE implements an efficient range filter by concatenating it with an index scan operator. Only vectors passing the distance filter condition can be returned to the subsequent operators. The index traversal stops when the distance between the current vector to the target vector is larger than the filter constraint and the relaxed monotonicity check is passed in the index scan operator.

With the support of distance filter, VBASE can even support Join on high-dimensional vectors, which previous vector systems cannot support efficiently. Semantic-based join has been widely used in document auto-tagging [26,72], which assigns one or multiple labels for each unseen document by finding the closest label embeddings to a document embedding. Previous systems can only support Join by brute-force table scan. VBASE executes a Join by nested-loop with index search, which outperforms existing systems by 7000× faster with 0.999 recall accuracy in our experiment.

**More complex queries.** The combination of the above operators can be used to support more complex queries efficiently.

### 4.3 Query Planning

Complex queries often require effective cost estimation on various query plans. In general, it includes vector algebra computation (e.g., distance calculation), selectivity estimation in case the query contains filters, and index scan cost.

**Vector computation.** Traditional databases estimate the cost of scalar data computation using a constant value $t$, e.g., $t = 0.0025$. But vector computation is more expensive, it involves the calculation of the distance between vectors, which is proportional to the number of dimensions. Thus VBASE models the cost of vector computation $t_v$ as:

$$t_v(dim) = t \cdot c \cdot dim,$$

where $t$ is a predefined value representing the cost of scalar operation, $c$ is the coefficient related to SIMD optimizations for vector computation, and $dim$ denotes vector dimension.

**Selectivity estimation.** If a query contains a filter, the query should estimate selectivity, the ratio of tuples that will pass the filter. VBASE relies on sampling-based methods to measure the distribution of high-dimensional vectors [67, 82]. Specifically, VBASE uniformly samples vector data at a ratio and stores the sampled vectors in the metadata of the database. Given a query $q$, it applies the filter on the sampled data to estimate the selectivity $Sel$ on the full vector data-set.

$$Sel_{sample}(q) \approx Sel_{full-data}(q).$$

In our experiments, setting the sample rate to 0.001 can produce a good estimation with q-error < 1.1 in most cases while incurring only a tiny extra latency (<1ms). More details will be presented in §5.5.

**Index scan cost estimation.** This includes start-up cost and traversal cost. The start-up cost is the cost to locate the region nearby the target vector before returning vector data; Traversal cost represents the cost to iterate over the matched tuples through the index. For each index traversal step, the cost $C_{step}$ includes $t_{IO}$, the IO cost to fetch the index data from disk, and $t_v(dim)$, the cost to calculate the distance: $C_{step} = t_v(dim) + t_{IO}$. For partition-based indices like IVFFlat and SPANN, the index scan cost $C_p$ is:

$$C_p = N_c \times C_{step} + \max(\lfloor Sel(q)N/N_p \rfloor, m) \times N_p \times C_{step},$$

where $N$ is the table size, $N_c$ is the number of centroids, $N_p$ is the average number of data per partition, and $m$ is the number of partitions the index traversal algorithm requires to traverse for relaxed monotonicity check.

The scan cost, $C_s$, of graph-based indices like HNSW is:

$$C_s = N_{start} \times C_{step} + \max(Sel(q)N, N_E) \times R_{iter} \times C_{step},$$

where $N_{start}$ is the number of steps to traverse upper-layer graphs in open function of HNSW, $N_E$ is the number of steps to satisfy relaxed monotonicity check, and $R_{iter}$ is the average times of distance function called per step to reach next point. $N_{start}$, $N_E$ and $R_{iter}$ are dependent on the hyper-parameters of the index and the distribution of data, which can be automatically estimated by sampling, and this process can be embedded into databases’ Analyze routine.
4.4 Multi-Column Scan Optimization

To support multi-column vector queries, TopK-based systems can only perform multi-column scan based on the multiple sets of sorted vectors collected by TopK. For example, Milvus performs NRA algorithm [33] for multi-column scan based on TopK. It doubles K and re-executes the query if the previous results are insufficient. Every attempt to a larger K is an independent traversal over the underlying vector index. This introduces excessive vector access and computation.

In contrast, VBASE implements NRA algorithm [33] natively based on the index scan operator, thus avoiding the repetitive execution of NRA. The NRA algorithm traverses each vector index in a round-robin manner. We observe that round-robin might not be an efficient choice. In the vector search scenario, different vector indices can return results of different quality, especially when the ranking function is summation with unequal weights from different indices. Figure 4 shows the results of such a case, where the round-robin method will unnecessarily traverse excessive low-quality vectors (i.e., dots in Figure 4).

This observation leads us to a new index scan algorithm that scans through high-quality indices more frequently, i.e., triangles in Figure 4, so that the query can terminate earlier with more accurate results. Such a non-uniform traversal manner may trap in local optima. In Figure 4, a greedy algorithm may prefer to visit index2 only. But the figure shows that index1 does have good quality vectors occasionally.

To balance exploration and exploitation, we use both local and global information to guide the index traversal (See Figure 5). Our approach divides the traversal process into several rounds and adds a traversal decision module. It maintains a local priority queue to store the last round’s results. This local information helps us identify which index is more likely to return better results so we can visit it more in the next round. To avoid being trapped in local optima, the decision module also stores the average score of all traversed entities for each index (i.e., avg, for index) and updates them each round. Based on this global information, We additionally traverse each index $W_i = \frac{n_2 \times 1/avg_i}{\sum_{j \neq i} 1/avg_j}$ times in this round where $n_2$ is a hyper-parameter. Therefore, the high-quality index (with low avg) will be traversed more times while we can still ensure traversing the low-quality index (with high avg) at least once in each round. Table 7 in §5.3 highlights the benefit of this approach.

5 VBASE Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate VBASE in comparison with other state-of-the-art vector search systems and vector-enabled databases based on TopK, and demonstrate VBASE has superior performance and accuracy on vector similarity queries.

5.1 Evaluation Benchmark

A lack of a comprehensive relational benchmark for complex vector applications necessitates us to create a vector benchmark to compare VBASE with various vector-similarity-enabled systems. The use of approximate vector processing also needs the benchmark to define new evaluation metrics.

**Vector-scalar relational data-set.** Because current vector search [2,3] and database benchmarks [13,14] have either vector or scalar data-sets but not both, we extend Recipe1M [68] to generate vector and scalar hybrid data-sets. Recipe1M data-set is a collection of more than 1 million recipes, each containing ingredients, cooking instructions, and a set of images of the finished dish.

Our evaluation data-set is organized as two tables: Recipe Table and Tag Table. Their schemas are shown in Table 2 and 3, respectively.

![Figure 5: Overview of multi-column traversal optimization, assuming there are m indices.](image-url)

### Table 2: Schema of Recipe Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recipe_id</td>
<td>identifier</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td>list of strings</td>
<td>['data/images/1/0.jpg', ...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>[ingredients] + [instruction]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images_embedding</td>
<td>vector</td>
<td>[0.0421, 0.0296, ... , 0.0273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description_embedding</td>
<td>vector</td>
<td>[0.0056, 0.0487, ... , 0.0034]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>popularity</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recipe Table stores 330,922 recipes from Recipe1M. As shown in Table 2, Recipe Table inherits recipe_id and recipe images URIs from Recipe1M as two attributes. We merge Recipe1M’s ingredients and instructions as a single string attribute called description.

In addition to the original data from Recipe1M, Recipe Table has two vector attributes, images_embedding and description_embedding. They are two 1,024-dimensional vector embeddings of recipe images and descriptions based on the cross-modal embedding model from [68]. We also extend the recipe item with an additional scalar attribute: popularity, a random integer in the range [0,10000].

Tag Table samples 10,000 recipes from Recipe1M, and assigns tags for them. As shown in Table 3, Tag Table has scalar attributes of id and tag_name. Attribute tag_name is a set of strings of manually assigned tags (e.g. dessert, main course, salad, pizza, etc), and id is a unique integer assigned to the tag set. Each Tag Table row also has a tag_vector, which is a 1,024-dimensional images_embedding of a recipe using the same embedding model of the Recipe Table.

Vector similarity queries in SQL. We designed 7 SQL queries to emulate various vector online application scenarios (§2.1). In particular, we also designed Q8 which runs an analytic join query based on vector similarity match. These 8 relational queries cover most SQL operators of Projection, Index Scan, Sort with Limit, Filter, Join, which are important for online queries over vector and scalar data-set.

- **Q1: Single-Vector TopK.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q2: Single-Vector TopK + Numeric Filter.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  WHERE popularity <= $p_popularity
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q3: Single-Vector TopK + String Filter.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  WHERE description NOT LIKE "%$p_ingredient%"
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q4: Multi-Column TopK.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) + WEIGHT * INNER_PRODUCT(description_embedding, $p_description_embedding)
  LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q5: Multi-Column TopK + Numeric Filter.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  WHERE popularity <= $p_popularity
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) + WEIGHT * INNER_PRODUCT(description_embedding, $p_description_embedding)
  LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q6: Multi-Column TopK + String Filter.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  WHERE description NOT LIKE "%$p_ingredient%"
  ORDER BY INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) + WEIGHT * INNER_PRODUCT(description_embedding, $p_description_embedding)
  LIMIT 50;
  ```

- **Q7: Vector Range Filter.**

  ```sql
  SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe
  WHERE INNER_PRODUCT(images_embedding, $p_images_embedding) <= $(D);
  ```

- **Q8: Join.**

  ```sql
  SELECT Recipe.recipe_id, Tag.tag_name
  FROM Recipe JOIN Tag
  ON INNER_PRODUCT(Recipe.images_embedding, Tag.tag_vector) <= $(D);
  ```

We ran these 8 queries on VBase and compared them with query processing in other systems. For each query, we generated 10,000 substitution parameters to cover various query conditions. In particular, we set $K$ to 50 for TopK queries as in the experiment of Milvus [76]. We also designed the numeric filtering constraints to cover both high and low filtering selectivities. $p_{popularity}$ is incremented from 1 to 10000, $p_{ingredient}$ is sampled from ingredients keywords in Recipe1M. $WEIGHT$ is 1. $D$ is 0.1 in Q7 and 0.01 in Q8.

**Evaluation metrics.** Vector query executions are approximate, hence we evaluate both query accuracy and performance in terms of recall and latency, respectively. Recall is a new metric to conventional database evaluations. It evaluates query accuracy against the ground truth. Recall has been widely used in approximate vector search systems [2,3,76,86]. They only evaluate recall because for TopK queries, recall and precision are the same as long as a system returns $K$ results. For other queries with range filter constraints, precision will always be 1 if the system obeys the constraints. Therefore, we use recall to represent query accuracy. For each query, we calculate the average recall of the query results of all substitution parameters. For each query in Q1-Q7, we measure the average, median, 99th percentile latency from the execution results of all substitution parameters. For Q8, we execute it 3 times and measure the average execution time.

5.2 Experiment Setup

**Evaluation platform.** All evaluations run on an Azure VM, Standard_F64s_v2 [1], with 64 v-Cpus and 128 GiB memory running Linux Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. All queries run individually to avoid interference from other queries.
**Baseline systems.** We compare VBASE with the state-of-the-art vector search and database systems that support vector similarity queries.

**Vector search baselines:** We choose Milvus [76] and Elasticsearch [4] as our vector search baselines. Since they do not support SQL interface, we hand code our benchmark queries. We also implement Iterative Merging algorithm as claimed in Milvus paper [76] to enable multi-column TopK queries, although unavailable in its open-source code [8]. For Elasticsearch we use the version implemented by Open Distro (version 1.13) [9], which supports HNSW index.

**Database baselines:** For databases, we use the open-source PASE [11, 86] that implements the TopK-only solutions using tentative indices, and extended its maximum dimension support from 512 to 1024. We also run queries on PostgreSQL (version 13) [12] as a baseline to show the performance of traditional databases in performing vector similarity queries.

**Common index settings:** VBASE and baseline systems all use HNSW [89] with the same vector index settings ($M = 16, ef_{construction} = 200, ef_{search} = 64$). HNSW is the only vector index supported by PASE, Milvus, and Elasticsearch in common. Since HNSW index is kept in memory when it is used, in order to better compare the performance results of the index-based execution process without being affected by the caching strategy of the main table adopted by different systems, we also save the main table data in memory. All the database baselines and VBASE also created a B-tree index on popularity column to expedite numeric filtering.

### 5.3 Evaluation Results

**Overview.** Table 4 summarizes the overall evaluation results. We can see that each baseline system based on approximate vector indices (except PostgreSQL) can only process some of the 8 queries, while VBASE can process all of them.

Although PostgreSQL can process all queries and produce exact results, it uses a brutal force scan with a much higher query latency than the rest of the systems. The $1000\times$ lower performance of PostgreSQL than other approximate systems makes it irrelevant to address the low-latency “online” scenarios. We run queries on PostgreSQL mostly to get ground truth to calculate the query result accuracy of other systems.

VBASE’s query performance on TopK (Q1) is similar to or better than baseline systems because they essentially run the same algorithm in different implementations. For queries that are more complex than Q1, VBASE outperforms all baseline systems by $100 \times -1000 \times$ because VBASE can determine the optimal $K$ on-the-fly and others have to try different $K$s to get sufficient results. While VBASE produces superior query performance, it can also achieve high recall similar to or even higher than approximate queries on baseline systems.

Next, we discuss each query’s evaluation result in detail.

**Q1 – Single vector TopK.** Q1 is a TopK query without any filters. All approximate systems including VBASE in our evaluation run the same algorithm and produce identical results, therefore having the exact same recalls.

Nevertheless, we can see variations in Q1 latency from different systems. The reasons for performance variations are two-fold. The first reason is that these systems are implemented in different languages (Milvus/Elasticsearch vs. PASE/VBASE). For example, Milvus are implemented in GoLang and C++, and Elasticsearch is implemented in Java and C++. In comparison, PASE and VBASE are written in C. In general, we can see implementation in C outperforms other high-level language implementations by $2 - 10 \times$.

The second reason for performance variation (PASE vs. VBASE) is that VBASE needs to fetch slightly more tuples than PASE. Although following the same algorithms and traversing the same amount of vectors in the index, VBASE follows an Iterator Model, which fetches every corresponding tuple from the main table during index traversal. PASE’s implementation visits vectors in the index and only fetches the $K$ tuples after getting TopK vectors in the index. As a result, VBASE performs slightly worse, $2.8\%$ slower than PASE in terms of average and $99$ percentile latency.

**Q2-3 – Single vector TopK with scalar filter.** Q2 and Q3 are vector similarity queries with filtering on scalar attributes. Q2 and Q3 differ in their filter predicates, where Q2 uses numeric filtering on the integer attribute popularity, and Q3 runs string filtering based on a regular expression. All baselines support Q2 and Q3, with an exception of Milvus for Q3 because it does not support string data type.

All approximate baselines run a single shot of $K'$. Based on different guesses of $K$’s, baseline systems produce different results. Elasticsearch undershot $K$ for Q2 and Q3, therefore cannot produce sufficient results and has low query accuracy. Even though Elasticsearch has fewer data traversals than the rest of the approximate systems with higher accuracy, its query latency is still the worst, possibly due to system inefficiency like in Q1. PASE and Milvus overshot $K$ and produce high result accuracy like VBASE, but they have longer query latency because they traverse more data than VBASE.

Q3 has a fixed filter selectivity of around 0.9. For Q2 we have 10,000 queries of different parameters with uniform distribution of filter selectivity from 0 to 1. We compared the evaluation results of two best approximate systems VBASE and PASE for Q2, under three representative filter selectivity values (0.03, 0.3, 0.9) from low to high (Table 5). We found that different filter selectivities result in different optimal $K$s: the lower the selectivity, the more data a system needs to examine, therefore larger $K$. Because $K$ is dynamic, PASE’s static guess of $K'$ cannot produce constantly high recalls under all filter selectivities. A conservatively large guess of $K' = 10,000$ can produce near-exact results by PASE, however, its query performance deteriorates dramatically. We also present the average $\bar{K}$ and standard deviation under different filter selectivities in Table 5. $\bar{K}$ varies for different filter se-
Table 4: 8 Queries Result Overview (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th percentile</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PostgresQL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,980.1</td>
<td>3,021.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PASE</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milvus</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBase</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 shows the evaluation results for VBase vs SPANN [25]. We run VBase with SPANN on Azure VM Standard_L16s_v3 with NVMe disks. SPANN is a partition-based ANNS index that uses external memory, i.e. disks. As

Figure 6: 99th Percentile Query Latency (ms)

1 We have only run one query parameter for Q8, so average, median and 99th percentile latency are the same.

VBase can always produce the best query performance with high recalls since it can determine $K$ on the fly.

**Q4-6 – Multi-column TopK.** Only Milvus and VBase support Q4-6, which are TopK queries over multiple vector indices. Q5,6 adds scalar filtering to Q4 just like in Q2,3, and Milvus cannot support string filter conditions in Q6. Milvus tries different $K$ to produce a sufficiently large intersection of multiple TopK results from different indices. Milvus’s performance is worse than PostgreSQL which uses sequential table scan, because it cannot finish after several rounds of TopK guesses and accumulates a large number of random reads. In comparison, VBase determines the optimal $K$ per each vector index based on relaxed monotonicity. Consequently, VBase outperforms Milvus by 200–300x in terms of query latencies for Q4-6, and produces higher recalls (96%+).

We also experimented multi-column TopK queries with 4 kinds of weights in the ranking function, with different index-iteration algorithms as introduced in §4.4 (see Table 7). When the difference in weights is large (1:10), the greedy algorithm produces the best performance with high recalls. This is because the greedy approach identifies low-quality indices (i.e. ones with low-ranking weights) quickly, and avoids traversing them as much as possible. However, when weight differentiation decreases, the greedy algorithm can easily get trapped in local optima. This shortcoming of the greedy method is self-evident for a weight ratio of 1:1, where we can see greedy strategy extracts the highest number of entities while producing the lowest recall. In contrast, VBase shows higher recalls in all situations by dynamically determining a better strategy to switch among different indices while outperforming by 5% lower latency than the round-robin approach.

**Q7 – Vector range filter.** Table 4 shows that only VBase supports Q7. PASE does not support Q7 by default. We add a `Order` by distance clause with a hand-tuned “limit K” to force PASE to use its approximate vector index. This way it simulates the results of Q7. Like in Q2, it is difficult to set an appropriate $K$ for PASE ahead of time as shown in Table 6. We also present the average $K$ and standard deviation, which also shows $K$ changes dramatically for different queries. E.g., sometimes $K$ is required to be 2300+ for optimality. VBase can achieve a great trade-off between query latency and recalls because its execution engine can determine $K$ on-the-fly based on relaxed monotonicity.

On average Q7 only returns a small number of results that fit within the range. However, a small percentage of Q7s produce up to 10,000 results, which incurs high query costs in VBase. Therefore we can see that, in VBase, Q7’s 99th percentile latency is much higher than the average (168.9ms vs 10.8ms) while the median is much smaller than the average.

**Q8 – Join.** PostgreSQL performs nested-loop join on table scan to get accurate results. In Q8, VBase is 7,900x faster with recall=0.9992. Other systems cannot run this query due to the lack of a unified query engine.

5.4 VBase with SPANN

Table 8 shows the evaluation results for VBase with SPANN [25]. We run VBase with SPANN on Azure VM Standard_L16s_v3 with NVMe disks. SPANN is a partition-based ANNS index that uses external memory, i.e. disks. As
Table 5: Vector Search with Scalar Filter (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Selectivity = 0.3</th>
<th>Selectivity = 0.5</th>
<th>Selectivity = 0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>avg(K) = 1.772, σ = 224.16</td>
<td>avg(K) = 291, σ = 59.65</td>
<td>avg(K) = 188, σ = 50.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE(K′ = 100)</td>
<td>0.0567</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE(K′ = 1,000)</td>
<td>0.5885</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE(K′ = 10,000)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Range Filter (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>avg(K) = 590, σ = 1758.48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE(K′ = 100)</td>
<td>0.7103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE(K′ = 1,000)</td>
<td>0.9991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>0.9840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Multi-Column TopK Comparison (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight1</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>NumOfScans2</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Round-Robin</td>
<td>651.93</td>
<td>20.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greedy3</td>
<td>699.02</td>
<td>21.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>638.56</td>
<td>20.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>Round-Robin</td>
<td>617.22</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greedy3</td>
<td>612.51</td>
<td>19.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>593.99</td>
<td>19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5</td>
<td>Round-Robin</td>
<td>463.39</td>
<td>16.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greedy3</td>
<td>372.96</td>
<td>14.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>409.31</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>Round-Robin</td>
<td>363.47</td>
<td>14.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greedy3</td>
<td>274.86</td>
<td>12.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VBASE</td>
<td>311.66</td>
<td>13.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The weight ratio of two distances (1 : x) in the ranking function.
2 The average number of times we scan the two vector indices.
3 In the greedy method, we first traverse each index 20 times and we find the index with the lowest average distance. Then, we extract candidates from this index only.

Table 8: Queries on VBASE with SPANN (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queries</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>0.9911</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.9214</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>0.9847</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>0.9481</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>0.9757</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>519.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>0.9516</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>0.9923</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>283.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>0.9638</td>
<td>87,729.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 We have only run one query parameter for Q8.

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high resolution, therefore its q-error increases up to 1.27. Increasing the sampling rate in cost estimation can reduce q-error further, but this increases selectivity estimation time for query planning, which is infeasible for online queries. In our experiments, such estimation accuracy is sufficient to support a good query plan strategy.

In comparison, systems like PASE [11] don’t provide an estimation for selectivity and PASE sets the default value of selectivity estimation to 0.5.

5.5 Cost Estimation

Selectivity estimation accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the selectivity estimation for vector range filter in terms of q-error [61]:

\[ Q_{err} = \max_i \left( \frac{Sel_{est}}{Sel_{real}}, \frac{Sel_{real}}{Sel_{est}} \right) \]

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high

Figure 7: Q-error in different selectivity. Default estimated selectivity=0.5

Query Planning. We evaluate the efficacy of query planning using the following query.

SELECT recipe_id FROM Recipe WHERE
\(-- INNER\_PRODUCT(q, images\_embedding) < \$r \)-- AND popularity < \$p;\)

The vector range filter and the scalar filter can be accelerated via vector index or B-tree. Our experiments show that VBASE can correctly choose the best execution plan under different selectivities, because our estimations of selectivity, vector computation, and index scan cost are accurate enough for
Vector Indices support approximate nearest neighbors where a conventional \( K\)-\text{NN} and range filter query are well described. R-Tree \[38\], KD-Tree \[34\], M-Tree \[27\], Slim-Trees \[47\] can be used in these works as indices for low-dimensional data. \[20\] proposes to include similarity queries to SQL and run them on SIREN \[21\]. \[71\] presents similarity Join and similarity Group-by operators. The similarity Group-by operator for high-dimensional vector is actually equivalent to the clustering operation, which has been well-studied by \[15, 18, 50, 65\]. However, all of these works are about clustering data on the main table instead of the vector indices.

**Vector Indices**. Vector indices support approximate nearest neighbor search efficiently on high-dimensional vector by \( \text{TopK} \) interface. They can be divided into two categories: graph-based approach and partition-based approach. The partition-based approach divides the whole vector space into many sub-spaces, and uses some metric (e.g. a centroid, a hash value or a divisional plane) to represent all vectors that belong to a sub-space. During the traverse, it navigates a query to its approximate nearest sub-spaces step by step based on distances between the query and the representative metric of sub-spaces. Representative partition-based approaches include clustering-based solutions \[5, 17, 19, 25, 44, 45, 48, 90\], hash-based solutions \[30, 41, 79, 81, 85\], and tree-based solutions \[23, 57, 62, 78\]. The graph-based approach represents each vector as a vertex, each connected to its nearest vectors (i.e. neighbors) by edges in a graph. There are also some shortcut edges connecting to distant vector vertices, which can speed up the graph traversals. Using this neighborhood graph, index traversal can be guided by a query approximately towards its closest neighbors step by step from a fixed starting point \[32, 39, 43, 55, 58, 77\]. \( \text{TopK} \) interface in vector indices has limited query expressiveness.

**Vector Databases based on \( \text{TopK} \)**. AnalyticDB-V \[80\], PASE \[86\], Milvus \[76\], and Elasticsearch \[4\] support complex vector queries based on the original \( \text{TopK} \) interface in vector indices. AnalyticDB-V \[80\] and PASE \[86\] integrate vector indices into the database engine to support SQL interface for similarity queries. Elasticsearch \[4\] is a distributed full-text search engine, providing approximate nearest neighbor search based on HNSW \[89\]. AnalyticDB-V \[80\], PASE \[86\], and Elasticsearch \[4\] begin to support vector search plus scalar attribute filtering. Milvus \[76\] is a data management system that produces query results equivalent to those produced by \( \text{TopK} \)-based solutions with the optimal \( K \). As a result, \( \text{VBASE} \) does not rely on a tentative index collected by \( \text{TopK} \).

7 Conclusion

This paper presents \( \text{VBASE} \), a vector database that integrates high-dimensional vector indices into PostgreSQL, a relational database to facilitate complex approximate similarity queries. Unlike conventional approaches that leverage \( \text{TopK} \) to collect the target vector’s \( K \) nearest neighbors where a conventional index is constructed for query execution, \( \text{VBASE} \) builds on relaxed monotonicity, a common foundation between conventional and high-dimensional indices. This common foundation allows \( \text{VBASE} \) to build a unified query execution engine that produces query results equivalent to those produced by \( \text{TopK} \)-based solutions with the optimal \( K \). As a result, \( \text{VBASE} \) significantly outperforms state-of-the-art vector systems on complex vector queries.
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